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About This Content

The epic Soundtrack of Two Worlds II - Pirates of the Flying Fortress full of atmospherically toned music will be a feast
for your ears.

Two Worlds II Pirates of the Flying Fortress - Official Soundtrack Playlist

01 Sails And Journeys - [03:33]
02 Cartographer's Mind (Part I) - [03:10]

03 Pirates' March - [02:41]
04 Trip Inside A Dream - [02:57]

05 Pirates of the Flying Fortress - [02:54]
06 Buccaneers Route - [03:10]

07 Sinister Breath - [02:08]
08 Venture.Fight.Explore - [02:06]

09 Green Fields Of Antaloor II - [02:17]
10 Winds and Stories - [02:47]
11 Dead Man's Dance - [02:56]

12 Cartographer's Mind (Part II) - [02:52]
13 Every Path You Take - [03:08]

14 New Ashos (Subconscious) - [02:15]
15 Creeping Darkness - [02:43]
16 Unreal Encounters - [02:46]
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17 Timeless - [02:50]
18 Buccaneers Route - Epilogue - [01:43]

19 Pirates of the Flying Fortress Theme (Reprise) - [02:53]
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I just finished my first 2 hour play session. Why did I quit? Because I died. Why did I die? Well, your ship has a battery.
Running all systems, that battery lasts for 5 minutes (on normal difficulty, but you can tweak that from 3-10 minutes to
customize your level of difficulty). I had juggled a few systems to try and save power, but I ended up running out and
suffocating while mining fuel to jump to a nearby star and save my life.

That is the rogue-like element of gameplay...you have to gamble, and sometimes you'll die because of it. Unlocks (customizable
difficulty setting) are {easy/normal}/aren't {hardcore} preserved across deaths. "What unlocks?" Upgraded versions of ship
gear. Some items are straight upgrades, like addition drilling sections (which also increase your mining tonnage!), others are
situational upgrades (don't bother using your rocky output shaft on an icy planet, swap it out for the icy one.)

Is the game without its flaws? No. Flaws:

1. It takes *way* too many clicks to rebuild a fuel cell. 6 clicks, per fuel cell, times 4-8 cells (across two probes) that need
remanufacturing just gets tiresome!
2. I should be able to remanufacture more than 1 fuel cell at a time. Custom code just on that specific part of the probes should
allow me to remanufacture multiple fuel cells...but not if I put a screwdriver or something else in there!
3. The grip distance and gesture support for unlocking fuel cell doors is not as smooth as I'd like. I want to be able to just reach
out and sorta swipe at the thing to open it (since you can't convey to me that it is super-heavy duty sealed, and because it's
physically small, I assume it takes no more than a few lbs of force to unlock the thing!)
4. For the propulsion maintanence sections of the probes, please include a second light so I can see both my tools and the work
area at the same time. I know I can move the light, that gets annoying with all the other mirco-management I am doing.
5. Wear indicators do a bad job of indicating wear. Whenever the breaker cell on the scanning probe is low, the satellite array
still shows green. Whenever the stabilizer housing for the thruster is marginal (yellow) it shows green until you unbolt the
thruster, unscrew the housing, and place it into the recycle bay. Please make these indicators actually indicate the actual module
status without having me demount them.

Don't let me flaws put you off buying the game though. It's totally worth it unless you KNOW that you hate games where the
entire game is mostly about maintaining something and carefully exploring. This game is good quality. I'm pleased.. I hadn't
heard of this game, but decided to try it out after reading some of the reviews. This is one of the most fun and ridiculous VR
games I've played. It's a simple, straight forward game, and well worth the price. It's pretty hard not to laugh when you're
checking a cat for errors and find it has an eyeball instead of a butt(hole) (steam doesn't like that word I guess), or an elephant
trunk instead of a mouth. Great game to play when company is over; it's almost as much fun to watch as it is to play.. I've been
PC gaming since the early 90's so I can appreciate a game like this. In fact playing it has been more relaxing and engaged my
brain much more than a lot of newer stuff. Pure genius. Like a graphic novel that you navigate the pages yourself and piece the
story together. There was just one item that was hidden in a silly spot. I would have found it eventually but I work too much and
have no time so had to give in to a walkthrough. O:) Starts off so easy but as you get into it, old skool graphics aside, it can give
you goosebumps. Can't wait to play the second Dark Fall. Highly recommend this game to anyone who enjoys a good detective
game.. Silver-age superhero tactics is something that's been done exactly twice: once by this game and once by its predecessor.
If you have an interest in the subject matter it's really worth checking out.. its a decent little rpg, but the translations in this game
and the others they put out could have been done far better, sure feels like google translated the games.

Also idk how to access the H-scenes. Early days for this game but you can already see the potential. The developers seem to
know the 90's era well and have nailed the art style and gameplay.

There\u2019s only one level at the moment and there\u2019s a lack of polish, but it\u2019s definitely fun enough to play more
than a few times and feels like a healthy mix of RayCrisis and U. N. Squadron.

Considering the price and the fact that two guys are building this from scratch, I would definitely consider supporting them.
They seem to be community driven and really passionate about the game. Was entertaining for a while. Just enough to keep me
playing. (my actual play time is less than it shows)
In general for me, the orbital shooter aspect isn't too entertaining, and the tower defense aspect is very lacking.
Upgrage system is disappointing.
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Gave up after failing multiple times on the final stage of the Soother category because after spening a lot time on it i lost an
objective because an enemy took out one of my ICMs since the area to place towers is extremely limited.. Excellent brick
breaker, Breakout type game. Also check out Death's Hangover too!
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This game is a ♥♥♥♥ing piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ I cant do anything right. Anyone who voted this good are freaking idiots..
Refunded. Puzzles were unimaginative (find five this, eight that) and required lots of running around, gameplay was clunky and
doors always opened in your face. It just wasn't that fun, and I normally like puzzle games.. First, I like the idea of this game
and I love the little AI that buzzes around with all her atitude. But as it stands I cannot reccommend this game to any of my
friends. It is incredibly short (took less than 15 minutes to beat if you take out the forced intro and the two, laughably easy
"puzzles" you have to sit through). Second, the graphics are blurry and look nowhere near as sharp or clear as the screenshots
used to promote the game.

A $5 entry would have made this a less bitter pill to swallow. I couldn't imagine paying the full $19.99 when I can buy a
multitude of other VR games that look better and have hours of replayability.. hmmm.. terrible was my first impression.

having played a few hours, I'd say it's a little better than terrible -

why?

1. States full contoller support and all weapons bar the NITRO seem to work off xbox controller, had to use mouse to kick off
the NITRO - kind of annoying!!
2. It's boring
3. Looks like a big screen iOS game {which it is}

Aside from that it is actually quite playable and the music is enjoyable - avoid if you hate repetative racetrack gameplay.

4\/10. I was surprised on each level by some new actions, unique animation for bosses and much more stuff.
This game category is not that I prefer usually, because I thought they are a clicker. But this game changed my view on it. Thank
you!

I would like to say 8\/10, because this indie game looks like completed, suitable product. This game is a first author's child,
which is interesting, smart, sexy and you respect him.
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